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When two best friends make the drunken mistake of becoming man and wife,
theystruggle before God to make their marriage work.
A story of life and all its complexity is all set to touch everyone's heart as author
Sandy Livermore releases, through Xlibris, Stealing Home. Readers will embark
on a unique odyssey through life as the author shares her enduring memories in
this wonderful account based on a true story.Stealing Home is a gripping story
that provides the account of one life, based on a true story. Throughout this book,
Livermore shares her life expedition from childhood through single parenting two
children; from two failed marriages to the arrival of a charmer bond as her third. It
shows her that despite life's obstacles and accomplishments she scrambled
through over the years, there is still a "Happily Ever After" for everyone and that
home is the best place to be. This release will teach readers endurance and
strength, and offers hope and inspiration.
In the 1950s Robert Coles began studying, living among, and, above all, listening
to American children. The results of his efforts -- revealed in five volumes
published between 1967 and 1977 -- constitute one of the most searching and
vigorous social studies ever undertaken by one person in the United States.
Here, heard often in their own voices, are America's "children of crisis": African
American children caught in the throes of the South's racial integration; The
children of impoverished migrant workers in Appalachia; Children whose families
were transformed by the migration from South to North, from rural to urban
communities; Latino, Native American, and Eskimo children in the poorest
communities of the American West; The children of America's wealthiest families
confronting the burden of their own privilege. This volume restores to print a
masterwork of psychological and sociological inquiry -- a book that, in its focus on
how children learn and develop in the face of rapid change and social upheaval,
speaks directly and pointedly to our own times.
Longing for the simple life, Geoffrey Dorrington, Earl of Cheriton, passes himself
off as a steward at his relative's country estate and steals the heart of the vicar's
daughter. Original.
The best-selling author of The 7 Minute Difference demonstrates how small
routine choices can enable significant positive changes in personal relationships
and goals, outlining specific strategies and tools for identifying key priorities and
accomplishing scheduled daily tasks.
Christ wakes up in Chicago and causes worldwide panic. At first no one knows
what to do with the miraculous creature, a child who grew wings at five... and was
now showing the ability to control lightening and storms... and others yet, have
been preparing for this time since the dawn of God's time. Gathering followers on
the net, he has no church... appears to live a basically normal life on the shores
of lake Michigan. This book explores through poetry and essay His dealings with
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the president, the pope, and his millions of followers is chronicled from the
perspective a surprised agnostic writer who thought religion was a disease until
the miracles started. A new and different Jesus, who preaches of living numerous
lives where he wore the masks of other Gods... reincarnation, and the hell of
knowing he is somehow tied to the End of the World he has come to love..
No one would have guessed a marriage could sprout from a one-night stand, but
Holly Radcliffe and Austin Bailey appear to be written in the stars. From the
backseat of Austin's Jeep to the altar they come. The town of Lake Starlight
along with the Bailey's are prepping for the event of the year, but as usual things
never go smoothly with these nine siblings and let's not forget Grandma Dori!
This is a novella in the Bailey series!
Life for poor student nurses wasn’t easy during the Depression, so Kirsten
Christensen found a Christmas vacation job as a housekeeper for Neil Larsen, an
attractive businessman who was never seen in the daytime. She worried that he
might be a bootlegger, but these fears were forgotten in terror when she saw his
business partner drinking blood from her friend Marcia. Still, what could a girl in
love do? Marrying a vampire was frightening, but Neil’s bootlegging activities
were her downfall.
When Cassidy Montgomery was asked about her dreams for the future, she'd
always said she wanted to write the next "Dirt Road Anthem". She wanted that
feeling of hearing celebs sing her music. When she won a songwriting contest,
she thought she had it made. There was only one problem - she'd be on the
same label as the infamous womanizer Gunnar Houston. She figured she could
grin and bear it, but she never expected what happened next. Jax Mitchell was
one of the top country artists at that time and had a loyal female following.
Nobody knew whether he was married or not, but every woman around wanted a
piece of him to themselves. When he got a chance to meet Cassidy and work
with her, he started falling and falling hard for the blond hair beauty. Only
problem was that he had to find a way to get her to agree to one date. That was
gonna be a lot harder than he thought. When you are face to face with a man and
you don't know whether he's married or not, it's FORBIDDEN. A story of playing
by the rules and breaking them.
From the author of The Best Medicine comes the latest Strictly Business
novel—and this time, for one woman, finding the ideal man can be a pretty tall
order… Magazine columnist Quinn Sawyer has always attracted sweet, innocent,
and safe men. And something tells her it’s because she’s just as harmless. So
when she starts craving a guy with an edge, she realizes she may have to get
one for herself. When her boss asks for a unique pitch, Quinn’s quest to live
outside her comfort zone prompts her to suggest an idea that will cause her to
break her good-girl rules. And who better than Tim Jacobs to help her push her
boundaries? For a while now, Quinn’s had a hot crush on the tattooed executive
chef with a checkered past. If anybody can bring out her inner rebel, he can. It’s
no surprise that as Tim and Quinn cross each task off the list she’s made for
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herself, the sparks between them grow more and more intense. Soon there’s no
denying the attraction they each feel. But Tim’s troubled past reveals an even
tougher edge than Quinn expected—which means for her, falling in love might just
be the greatest rebellion of all.
The author describes the sexual abuse he endured as a child and how it
impacted his life.
Continuing with her much-loved Strong Family series, bestselling author Niobia
Bryant serves up a new romance novella that celebrates destined love... NEEMA
ALI has just suffered a break-up that's made her gun shy on love. She doubts
she will ever repair her heart and risk its well-being again, even if love and
happily-ever-after is the tradition of her beloved Strong family. DANE JACKSON
was raised to believe that the male members of his family find their soul mate
once they possess the Jackson heart—a slave relic one of his ancestors made in
celebration of his love for his wife. Dane's no stranger to beautiful woman, but he
is looking for something more than just the physical...especially when he meets
Neema Ali on the very night his aunt bestows the Jackson heart to him. Dane
must believe his feelings for Neema are more than just a fiery physical attraction
and Neema must release the hold her pain has on her heart to allow a good man
to give her the good love she deserves. In time, they both discover they are
stronger and happier together than they are apart...if they both just say yes to
love.
Her good father suddenly had a heart attack and became a vegetable. Her
boyfriend went into a car accident during the wedding banquet and was
unconscious, and she told him that the culprit in her life would kill the person
closest to her. In one night, she became a jinx that everyone avoided, became
the topic of gossip, and she was annulled by her grandmother. "Mr. Xin, why did
you marry a jinx and go home? You're not afraid that I'll kill you." "What a
coincidence, I was fated to die as well. It just so happens that we both have to
bear the consequences."
Amanda Kilburn, a glamorous woman from London, is desperate to find a
husband. Why? Is it because she has a history of disastrous relationships? Is it
because, at 35, her body clock is ticking? Or is it to do with the impending
university alumni dinner? After all, these events are all about who has the most
exciting life, the perfect marriage, the most successful husband...She enlists the
help of her friend Kim, a journalist who once published a list of The 10 Most
Unlikely Places to Find a Wealthy Single Man. The girls start planning a husband
hunt that will take them across the globe. Working their way down Kim's list, they
will not stop until they find the perfect match. But they only have five months to
do it in!
Want to get kids to say "Yes" ... instead of begging, negotiating, and pleading?
Turn discipline and frustration into instant cooperation. Kids love to say "yes"
when they hear their own color-coded language. What color personality are your
children? Quickly identify their color personality and then talk to them using the
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words they understand. Instant communication that works. Instead of our words
bouncing off their foreheads and scattering to the floor, we can use secret words
that help them listen and understand. We don’t have to be a psychologist,
psychic, or super-parent. We just have to meet kids "where they are." Once we
see the world the way they do, communicating is easy. No more stress, arguing,
and frustration. Now that is a win-win! It is up to us to meet our kids where they
are. After all, they are just learning about their world. We can do this and have
great fun while we get our kids to say "Yes" ... instead of "No." Make talking to
kids an awesome experience. Order your copy now!
A marathon dance mix consisting of thousands of mashed up text and image
samples, In the House of the Hangman tries to give a taste of what life is like
there, where it is impolite to speak of the noose. It is the third part of the life
project Zeitgeist Spam. If you can't afford a copy ask me for a pdf.
Ephram Brown is unhappy when his dad announces that the family is going skiing instead of
spending Thanksgiving at home, and there are also some unexpected surprises in store on the
slopes.
Jason S. Hornsby has meticulously created a dark literary world unlike any other. Combining
elements of science fiction, satire, surrealism, and horror, Hornsby has written a novel that
crosses every boundary while establishing all new ones. The winter never ends. Buildings are
randomly consumed by flames. The B-52s play symbolically on every stereo. Everyone is in on
it. The world Hornsby's "protagonist" inhabits is a satirically dark one indeed. Deploring the
small-town idiosyncracies while simultaneously embracing them, Lynn Pierson is the
quintessential anti-hero of a world gone mad.In The Perfect Spiral, first-time novelist Jason S.
Hornsby both subtly and audaciously explores themes of alienation, small-town oppression
over the individual, denial, and escape, while asking the question: what if it all fell apart?With
one keen eye for detail and stark realism and another for surreal imagery and intriguing
allegory, Hornsby has authored the ultimate winter novel.
In Soul to Soul Connections, spiritual medium Carole J. Obley shows us how we can transform
unfinished business from the past into profound spiritual understanding and experience true
freedom of being. By sharing inspiring, real stories from her extensive case files of direct
communication with clients deceased loved ones, she leads us into our own heart and soul to
reliquish guilt,anger, grief and fear. Readers will also receive expert guidance on opening and
trusting their personal connection to the loving wisdom of the Other Side and to their own
intuition. This book offers healing and comfort to anyone wanting to forgive and feel at peace.
Just Say Yes Have you ever felt a big empty place inside and wondered how to fill it? Some
use drugs to fill the void. Others believe that love or sex can save them. Others distract
themselves by hard work and good deeds. In Just Say Yes, Susan a waitress-poet fills her
heart with a womanizing banker named Jones. Young and beautiful Vita numbs herself with
heroin. As a lawyer, Andy’s life is consumed with work, and he looks for peace in marijuana
and one night stands. Saintly old Joe hopes to find fulfillment by helping others, until he falls in
love with his best friend’s lover. Set in the recession of the Eighties in an old neighborhood in
Portland, Oregon, Just Say Yes is about good people captured by desire. Here is a book for
anyone who has ever sat up late into the night with a lonely longing ache and wondered how to
ease the pain, for anyone who has felt how the solitude of modern life can poison the soul.
Here is a book for those who have survived addiction and those who have lost loved ones to it.
How do you develop leadership skills or give a successful presentation? What difference can
effective thinking and critical reading make to your performance? How can you get and stay
organized to meet deadlines? The first book of its kind to cover all the business skills that
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students need at university and at work, The Business Skills Handbook covers all the practical,
cognitive, technical and development skills that students need to succeed, from organising life
and work to developing good writing and teamwork skills. Mapped to the learning outcomes of
the CIPD Level 7 Advanced Developing Skills for Business Leadership module, and with a
focus on experiential learning to get students assessing and developing their skills, The
Business Skills Handbook is designed to help students manage themselves more effectively,
make justifiable decisions and problem solve more effectively, lead and influence others,
interpret financial information, manage financial resources, demonstrate IT proficiency and
demonstrate competence in postgraduate study skills. Online supporting resources include an
instructor's manual, lecture slides and figures and tables from the book.
You are cordially invited to a wedding... The date has been picked; the planning has begun. All
that’s needed now is a groom. Angela never saw herself asking a complete stranger to marry
her, but with her wedding drawing closer, she’s left with little choice. The arrangement is
simple. Convince her parents they’re head over heels for each other, get married, and then go
their separate ways. But she didn’t anticipate her heart having plans of its own. Tristan thought
he was meeting her for their first date, but ends up getting a marriage proposal instead. His
past makes it easy to understand why Angela needs a fake fiancé. And how hard could it be to
go along with her charade anyway? But his feelings never agreed to play by the rules. Neither
of them considered what would happen when faking it stopped being enough. What do you do
when you start falling for the person you’re marrying?
Just Say YesZebra Books
In this powerful novel, an accomplished young woman, suddenly seized by self-doubt, falls
headfirst into a fervent exploration of the merits and pitfalls of being good. Rebecca Lowe is an
upbeat coed, the one who gets straight A's, the one friends and teachers count on. But when
she sees No. 6 fumble the football at the Penn-Cornell game, Beck begins to question what
would happen if she "fumbled the ball" in her own life. Suddenly filled with uncertainty, she
begins to devolve, indulging in a personal odyssey of hard drinking and casual hookups,
staying out all night as she tries to find the real Rebecca. But somehow the truth keeps
evading her. Gritty and passionate, Number 6 Fumbles is an irresistible story for anyone who
has ever feared failure only slightly more than success.

He's just what she needs... Single mom Jade Moran isn't ready for any big changes in
either her horrible '70s kitchen or her romantic life. Her ex did a number on her, and she
isn't interested in getting hurt again. But when she meets a super-hot contractor, she
wonders if avocado appliances are on the way out and romance is on the way in. Max
Gianopoulis doesn't have a clue why he's so enchanted by Jade. She's almost as big a
mess as her kitchen, and he's a guy who likes to keep things simple. But Jade has
turned up the flirty heat - and he can't keep his hands off her. With everything moving
too fast and coming too easy, Jade's insecurities kick into high gear. She's not sure she
can trust another man again - and she definitely doesn't believe in happily ever afters...
Yes! Finally, a guide book to help you get an affirmative response wherever you go.
Presented in a brisk and easy to understand style, this book is complete with examples
to help you develop Effective Persuasion Skills (EPS). Whether you are a student, a
parent, a management executive or a salesperson – The only qualification required to
learn EPS is a real desire to do so. It is a simple yet very powerful body of knowledge
that can help bring greater achievements, happiness and understanding in your day to
day living. These skills will enable the reader and help improve effectiveness in both
personal and professional life.
Imagine you are backpacking with your daughter in a remote part of the Grand Canyon
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and a mysterious illness decides to show up just as you are trying to make the climb
out. Your chest is pounding, youre having trouble breathing and your legs feel like lead,
but theres no one around to help you. You make it out alive only to learn that the climb
back to health is going to be even more difficult. One doesnt normally connect humor
with healing, but Getting Better is both helpful and, at times, hilarious. The book is an
entertaining collection of one patients stories, thoughts and philosophies about how to
deal with the physical and emotional trials of being seriously injured or ill. The author
shares what he has learned about how relationships, faith, mental/physical fitness, and
a sense of humor combine to help one cope with the ups and downs of the healing
process. If youre a patient, youll learn, laugh and nod along as we examine some ideas
for getting better in some facets of our lives. And, Getting Better isnt just for patients.
Family members, friends, and caregivers will also find this book to be entertaining and
full of ideas about how they can help the healing process for the people they care
about.
An inspirational memoir about how Jennifer Pastiloff's years of waitressing taught her to
seek out unexpected beauty, how hearing loss taught her to listen fiercely, how being
vulnerable allowed her to find love, and how imperfections can lead to a life full of wild
happiness. Centered around the touchstone stories Jen tells in her popular workshops,
On Being Human is the story of how a starved person grew into the exuberant woman
she was meant to be all along by battling the demons within and winning. Jen did not
intend to become a yoga teacher, but when she was given the opportunity to host her
own retreats, she left her thirteen-year waitressing job and said “yes,” despite crippling
fears of her inexperience and her own potential. After years of feeling depressed,
anxious, and hopeless, in a life that seemed to have no escape, she healed her own
heart by caring for others. She has learned to fiercely listen despite being nearly deaf,
to banish shame attached to a body mass index, and to rebuild a family after the
debilitating loss of her father when she was eight. Through her journey, Jen conveys
the experience most of us are missing in our lives: being heard and being told, “I got
you.” Exuberant, triumphantly messy, and brave, On Being Human is a celebration of
happiness and self-realization over darkness and doubt. Her complicated yet
imperfectly perfect life path is an inspiration to live outside the box and to reject the alltoo-common belief of “I am not enough.” Jen will help readers find, accept, and
embrace their own vulnerability, bravery, and humanness.
This is a sequel to the book, Gods of Desterrados, The Banished Ones.
When Paine Chatterly is found dead in the bathtub after destroying Chatterley Height's
250th birthday celebration, the hidden lives of this prestigious family come to the
surface and it's up to cookie shop owner Olivia and her best friend Maddie to unravel
their dark secrets to catch a killer. Original. 40,000 first printing.
When Savannah Davies decided to move herself and her friend Emma to Nashville,
she was determined to be one of Nashville's top songwriters. One night of karaoke at
her work changed everything. She was spotted by artists and record labels and ended
up on one of the hottest tours around. Nothing could stand in her way. Her private life
put on hold, she concentrated on soaking up all the inspiration that tour would give until
a bad boy country singer changed it all. Brad Green, the hot bad boy country star,
spotted her that first night. She sang like she'd seen the worst and survived it all. He
may have been single, but if he had his way, it wouldn't be for long. He had his eyes set
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on Savannah and wasn't taking no for an answer. His idea: Get her on the back of his
bike and drive her off into the sunset. The question was, would she even say yes? The
bad boy had everyone watching as he rode her off into a Dirt Road Fantasy.
In Panic Attacks: Why They Were Worth Experiencing, author Paul Ianni talks about his
life and what has led to his panic attacks, which began at age fifty. He hopes that by
sharing his experiences, others might be able to better understand their own issues. He
believes that many people don’t acknowledge the fact that they have panic attacks;
they just put on a brave face and ignore them. At the height of his panic attacks, he was
desperate for a miracle cure—but he soon discovered that there was no such thing. A
year after the first panic attack, his life was back to normal—and it was then that he
realised his normal life had always been full of anxiety and fear. Using techniques that
had previously helped him overcome academic difficulties, Paul was able to transform
his life from panic and anxiety to peace and love. He conquered a lifetime of self-doubt
and self-defeating negativity, learning to use his brain in a positive way to defeat his
panic attacks. These techniques are simple to use and achievable by anyone.
Combining them with what he has learned about new age thinking, Panic Attacks share
what enabled Paul to turn his life around—and offers hope to those suffering under the
same troubles.
The creator of "Grey's Anatomy" and "Scandal" details the one-year experiment with saying
"yes" that transformed her life, revealing how accepting unexpected invitations she would have
otherwise declined enabled powerful benefits.
What will it take for her to Just Say Yes? Scott Taylor has the perfect life. He gets to fulfill his
dream playing professional hockey, has a loving family, and a tight group of friends. But the
one thing missing in his life is a partner to come home to. He knows exactly who he wants to fill
that position– the only woman he has ever loved. The one who got away, who constantly
consumes his every thought. What it would take to get her to Just Say Yes to a second
chance? Becca Phillips is an independent woman who has made her career as an ER nurse a
priority in her life. She has a loving family and a best friend by her side, but she can’t seem to
get over her first love, Scott. Insecurities led her to break up with him years ago when he
started climbing the ranks in professional hockey and, for eight years, Becca has avoided Scott
when he returns home each summer. Can she overcome her fears and allow love back into
her life? All she has to do is Just Say Yes to the one and only man she has ever loved.
Change Your Approach for More Joyous, Truthful and Enriching Relationships Relationships =
Life; that’s Christal Fuentes’ mantra. As a full-time relationship coach, she helps women all
over the world form more powerful and long-lasting connections through simple and effective
practices—and now you have the same one-on-one teachings in your hands. How to be H.O.T.
is much more than just a dating how-to. Your relationships include the ones you have
professionally, spiritually and personally and with Christal’s unique, no-bullshit approach,
you’ll be taking strides toward a more passionate life from all angles. Using personal
anecdotes, motivational quotes and expert advice, Christal will teach you how to stop playing
the victim; trust more openly (even if you’ve been hurt in the past); say “no” more often;
prioritize your values; and manage anger, stress and anxiety. Prepare for enlightenment with
this must-have relationship guide. Christal Fuentes is the all-knowing girlfriend you wish you
could talk to, and with this book she’ll help you achieve the passionate, trusting and rewarding
relationships you’ve always dreamed of.
Many parents find getting their child to school in the morning to be quite a challenge. If your
child consistently pleads with you to let him stay home from school, if he skips school, if his
morning routine is fraught with misbehaviors, or if he exhibits signs of distress and anxiety
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related to attending school, this book can help. Getting Children to Say Yes to School: A Guide
for Parents is designed to help you address your childs school refusal behavior in the early
stages. This guide helps you identify school refusal behavior and provides step-by-step
instructions to solve the problem. Learn different techniques for getting your child to school,
including enhancing relaxation, changing your child's negative thoughts about school,
establishing a clear and predictable morning routine, and setting up a system of rewards for
going to school. Tools such as worksheets, lists of Dos and Don'ts, sample parent/child
dialogues, and Fridge Notes combine to create a workbook-type resource that will help you
increase your childs school attendance and relieve your own feelings of concern and worry.
Easy to read and filled with concrete strategies, this book is the first of its kind dedicated to
educating and arming parents with the tools they need to resolve their child's school refusal
behavior.
Audrey has everything she's ever wanted. When it all gets torn away in a tragic accident, she
begins to spiral out of control. How can she get back to where she was after everything that
happened? Thankfully, Sy steps in to save her-literally. Over time, strong feelings begin to
battle within her, feelings she does not want to have. Will she be able to let go of her past in
order to secure her future?
Not all choices made are the right ones. After walking away from Detective Jake Griffin, Trudie
ran away overseas and took a job as far from the bright lights of Hollywood as she could get.
Now back in LA, Trudie plans to lie low and avoid any further entanglements with law
enforcement. Unfortunately a night out supporting a friend acting in community theatre, has
Trudie finding the body of a famous Oscar winning director who has fallen far from the heady
heights of Hollywood. With her friend becoming the prime suspect, Trudie’s attempts to stay
under the radar and away from Detective Griffin are destroyed before she’s even started.
How to Survive Dating can help you avoid the headache — and heartache — of dating. The book
offers sage advice from hundreds of singles who have dated and lived to tell their true and
often revealing stories.
Concrete principles such as putting customer needs ahead of company policy, and motivating
all your employees to "extreme-service" the customer.
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